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FAULTY
EQUIPMENT
MARS THE

DAY

Cheap
skate!

Typical “cheapskate” operator - profit is more

important than safety.
im

Use a sharp knife, cut the strap and
you have a trailer tyre.

This cracked rocker is a sure sign of
poor maintenance.

Four out of 10 nuts have been
missing here for a long time. Doesn’t the
operator care?

The Windy City of Port
Elizabeth is where our
team headed towards the
end of last year for our
last FleetWatch Brake &
Tyre Watch project for
2009. We found a group
of dedicated, enthusiastic
and willing to learn cops
but an unused and faulty
brake roller tester at the
Kinkelbos Traffic Centre
was a downside writes
Patrick O’Leary.

ort Elizabeth is a
strategically situated
point along the N2
and it is here, at the
Struandale Training
Centre, that our
team gave theoretical
training to over 80 traffic officials on
the first day of the operation.
With our three stalwart partners,
Bridgestone, Wabco and HCV on
board as the foundation rock on
which Brake & Tyre Watch has been
built, we were thrilled to welcome as
a partner – for the second time - the
South African National Roads Agency
(SANRAL) and - for the first time Isuzu Trucks South Africa.
SANRAL last joined us when we

took Brake & Tyre Watch to Kroonstad
and sourced trucks from the N1
for testing. As for Isuzu Trucks, we
decided some time ago to invite a
different truck manufacturer to each
of our Brake & Tyre Watch exercises
so as to expose them to what we are
doing and to some of the realities
being faced out there. Along with our
traditional partners, both SANRAL
and Isuzu got into the spirit with
great gusto participating wholeheartedly and dynamically adding
value in no uncertain ways.
After a day’s presentations and
training which ended in a hands-on
inspection of an Isuzu Gigamax
70-460 model loaned to us by Isuzu
Trucks, we started the second day by
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Enough money for the purchase of a
6x4 truck but nothing left for a fuel cap.

And now you know why the trailer in
front of you hasn't got any lights.

 Useless mud flaps.

Badly worn rocker bush will cause
tyre wear thus costing the operator more
money. Ignoring maintenance is false
economy. It costs rather than saves.

 Here the slack adjuster return
spring is broken, the load sensing valve
is missing and note too the Chinese
slack adjuster

 Arrester arm on the Chinese LZ
automatic slack adjuster falls off after a
while.

Badly worn shock absorber bushes
render the air suspension useless.

Badly set brakes on an expensive air
suspension.

 Two different boosters on the same
axle and a load sensing arm hanging in
mid air. What’s the point of being on the
road if you don’t maintain your trucks?
You won’t make a profit in the long run.

heading out to the Kinkelbos Traffic
Centre about 50 kilometres outside
of Port Elizabeth. It is an ideal test
centre equipped with a weigh bridge,
a brake roller tester and an inspection
pit. It all looked great – but, not so
great as we were to later find out.
Positioned alongside the N2, it was
here that we spent a day with the
cops taking trucks off the road and
testing them for roadworthiness with
the main accent being on training
the traffic officials to spot the signs of
an unroadworthy and unmaintained
truck. The disadvantage of being so
far out from Port Elizabeth is that
we missed testing urban/city trucks
many of which - from our past
experiences - are really shagged out.
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Six out of fifteen
Be that as it may, a total of 33
vehicles were brought in for weighing
and testing. Of these, 18 were
weighed and 15 were both weighed
and tested. Of the 15 vehicles
weighed and tested, six were given
Discontinuation of Service notices
and were taken off the road. Some of
those that were allowed to go were,
however, issued with fines for various
transgressions.
The reason more trucks were
weighed than fully tested is because
the brake roller tester equipment
‘broke down’ around midday. That
intrepid and highly knowledgeable
man from Wabco, Keir Guild, did
everything he could to get the meters

to work but it was all in vain. The
dials sat ‘vas’. It was over.
The story behind this is that when
members of the FleetWatch team
arrived two days before the exercise to
check the lie of the land, they found
the brake roller testing equipment
was not functioning. In fact, the
rollers themselves were rusted which
meant they had not been used for
some time. To their credit, the Port
Elizabeth authorities immediately
flew in some experts from
Johannesburg to fix the problem. This
was done the day before the tests.
Unfortunately, the fix proved to 48
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be a temporary one and it was
just before lunch that it all went on
the blink. Now here’s the point. I
asked one of the officers when last
the brake roller tester had been used.
Given that it had been rusted when
our advance team arrived, I guessed it
must have quite a few months. I was
out by quite a bit.
“No,” he replied. “It’s been about
four or five years.”
I was amazed. Here was a fully
equipped test centre alongside a
main route along which hundreds
of trucks travel and it had only been
used for weighing rather than for
the full testing of trucks. How many
unroadworthy trucks have passed
through that centre over the years
without being tested? One can only
begin to guess. On the day we were
there, we took off six out of fifteen
– and that was using the equipment
for just half a day. So you do the
extrapolation…

I

highlight this not to castigate
the traffic authorities in this
area but rather to highlight
this as an area of concern on a
national level. The equipment
and facilities are not being
used by traffic officials and my
guess is that the fault lies in training –
or the lack of it.
At the Kroonstad weighbridge, we
found a brand new brake roller tester
still wrapped in its plastic – and it had
been there for some years without
being installed. What a waste.
Elsewhere in this edition,
FleetWatch correspondent Paul
Collings tells of the time he went to
visit the Donkerhoek weighbridge
and vehicle test facility alongside the
N12, north-east of Pretoria. While
the weighbridge was functioning,
the adjoining vehicle test centre equipped with a hugely expensive
high-tech brake roller tester - stood
unmanned. When asked why no
trucks were being taken over the
inspection pit, the commanding
officer stated: “We can’t find anybody
with the skills to operate the testing
equipment!”
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It's the end of the event and it's three cheers for a fine effort from our
partners and the traffic officials – a job well done!
In his training presentation to
the traffic officials in Port Elizabeth,
Wabco’s Keir Guild asked the
question: “How do we regulate heavy
loads on the roads?” The answer he
gave was “with weighbridges”. He
then asked: “How do we regulate
safety on our roads?” The answer
he gave to this was ‘Prevention by
Inspection’. From our experience
conducting Brake & Tyre Watch
around the country, there is little
prevention by inspection being
conducted and this needs to change.
To change things for the better is
one of the objectives of Brake & Tyre
Watch and it is encouraging that
when we left, the traffic officials were
peeved off that their equipment had
failed them. Having seen first hand
how useful it is in enabling them to
better do their jobs, they felt slighted
that it had failed them and assured us
they were going to request that new
equipment be installed.
That aside, FleetWatch must
compliment the traffic officials
who attended this exercise. Their
enthusiasm was clearly evident and
their willingness to learn admirable.
Without a doubt, the two-day
exercise empowered them to better
do their jobs.

The PE
team

We must also complimentt
the operators who use the N2
on exhibiting a higher level of
responsibility towards keeping their
vehicles in a roadworthy state than
we’ve seen in other areas. This is
probably the best result we have
seen from the various provinces and
roads we have taken Brake & Tyre
Watch to. Keep it up guys.
That said - and as the
accompanying photographs show
- we still picked up some horrible
faults which tell us that there are
operators using the N2 who don’t
give two hoots about road safety.
Their trucks ended up in the yard –
off the road where they belong.
And if the enthusiasm of
the traffic officials to continue
practicing what they were taught is
anything to go by, such operators
will either have to clean up their
acts or have their trucks end up in
the yard again – and again – and
again until they learn that there is
no compromise when it comes to
road safety.
Have a look at the accompanying
photographs of faults found and
please learn from them. Check
your own rigs to ensure that you are
not part of the problem out there. ❐
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TYRE
lessons

Inner tyres seldom get the attention

The most common cause of the

Africa’s torque wrench!!! Notice the

If you can’t afford a proper spare

This tyre has been destroyed

This operator should shoot his

they need. Here Dave Scott and Sanral's
Fanie van Aardt use a pressure gauge
to show how the inner tyre was totally
deflated on this set of twins.

type of wear seen on the inner tyre here
is through it being at a much lower
pressure than its mate. These two tyres
are also mismatched in tread pattern
and shouldn’t be running together.

from the

ROAD
Our resident Brake &
Tyre Watch tyre expert
Marcus Haw takes a
look at some of the tyre
faults found on trucks
tested at the Kinkelbos
Traffic Centre. As we
have pointed out before,
while some of the faults
are not life threatening,
they are costing the
operators money and in
all cases show general
neglect on the part of the
operator towards correct
maintenance for his fleet.
Please learn from these
lessons.
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large extension lying on the floor waiting
to be used.

through running it in a deflated
condition. This severity usually indicates
that it was fitted to a front wheel. While
the way it has been fitted to the cradle
appears a bit dicey, I commend the
driver for not leaving it on the roadside
as is common practice. He has given
the fleet operator the opportunity to add
it to his tyre history - and saved the
environment as well.

wheel carrier, sell the truck and get a
job.

driver and then turn the gun on himself.
I recently witnessed a similar situation
where one strap had broken and the
wheel was dragging on the road. The
driver just carried on driving, dragging
the tyre and rim to death.
See more 'Tyre lessons'
on page 50
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The results of harsh underfoot
conditions and wheel spin.

Severe lateral drag has caused the casing to tear beneath the retread bond line.
Not a problem now but this will grow to the point where the tyre throws its tread.

Tyre lessons
from the

road

This is caused through curbing or

similar. The belt package will ultimately
throw itself away and the casing will be
destroyed.

Usually the result of lateral scuffing
Most commonly, this type of wear

Top
Cop

is due to worn or ill-adjusted wheel
bearings. Other causes exist, but start
with the wheel bearing first.

during turns, this tyre’s condition is
aggravated by low pressure. No safety
problem exists currently but the tyre will
soon be illegal.

STAR SPAR: A big thanks to Mark McKay, store manager of
the Colchester Spar, for supporting the day via a discount
on our ‘boeri rolls’ and cool-drink purchases and the
sponsorship of free ice for the day. He is seen here with
FleetWatch’s Maryna Parsons.

TOP COP: Leading by example is Charles Bramwell, Deputy
Director: Traffic Control and Projects Manager – Provincial
Traffic Special Operations Task Team. He was voted Traffic
Officer of the Year for 2008 by the RTMC and his official car
bears this accolade.
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Training Day...

The classroom training involved a lot of interaction which was
enjoyed by all.

Charles Reynolds, Chief Sanral’s Tom Kelly
Director Traffic Management,
Eastern Cape Province is
a man fully committed to
training and welcomed the
Brake & Tyre Watch team
while encouraging his
officers to learn as much as
they could.

spelt out how overloaded
trucks damage the roads
and thus the importance of
keeping them off the roads.

At the heart of Brake & Tyre Watch
is the burning desire by all our
partners to change the mindset
of traffic officials and transport
operators towards trucks and road
safety. This is achieved by training
where all our partners contribute
both theoretical and practical
knowledge that serves to encourage
and empower.

Anton du Plessis of

Isuzu Trucks SA gave an
enlightening talk on the
safety and operational
features incorporated in
today’s modern truck.

Mandy Lovell, newly appointed
Terence Brown of Bridgestone

answers questions on tyres to one of the
traffic officials, Dave Scott looks on.
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Manager, Public Relations for Bridgestone
South Africa and a long time supporter
and partner of Brake & Tyre Watch “Being
with FleetWatch and its partners is an
awesome and fulfilling experience and is
one we are happy to be involved in.”

Isuzu Trucks SA loaned us a

Gigamax 70-460 truck tractor for the
hands-on training enabling the cops to
see and touch how things should look
like on a well maintained truck.

Boss man of Isuzu Trucks South

Africa, Craig Uren with Lisa van
Aswegen, Customer Care & Marketing
Manager. “It was a great experience to
be part of such a great event. If we can
add value then we are being of service
to our industry. A big round of applause
to all involved,” said Lisa.
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